GLOBE Mission EARTH is exploring different ways their Subject Matter Experts can connect with students. Here are just a few examples of the opportunities made available to students.

**Face-to-Face**

Dr. Czajkowski, University of Toledo GLOBE scientist for the Urban Heat Island Effect Campaign, visits local schools and assists in surface temperature data collection. Students at Jackman Road Elementary in Michigan learn how scientists use their data.

University of California Berkeley Graduate Student, Alexis Shusterman, from Department of Chemistry Atmospheric Science works with high schools students from Oakland's Skyline HS on their research project for the GLOBE Pacific Student Research Symposium.

**Online**

Students from Croatia and Toledo, OH learned about the website from Tracy Ostrom (GME West) and networking opportunities within NASA and the GLOBE program from Jessica Taylor, NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC).

Dr. Czajkowski holds web-meetings with students from Freeport High School and talks about the GLOBE surface temperature protocol.

https://www.facebook.com/globemissionearth